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ABSTRACT: In a range of temperatures from 1500 to 2500
K, processes of transformation between various nanometerscale boron nitride structures in the presence of hydrogen are
simulated. We ﬁnd that hydrogen catalyzes the transition from
the sp2 hybridization of B and N atoms in hexagonal boron
nitride (h-BN) to sp3 hybridization, creating tetrahedral
amorphous boron nitride (ta-BN) or cubic boron nitride (cBN), at 1500 and 2000 K, respectively. At 2000 K in the
presence of hydrogen, ta-BN can evolve to c-BN, usually
partially encapsulated by a h-BN cage. All of these transformational processes of boron nitrides have analogs in
graphene-diamond conversions. Change of atom hybridization
can also proceed in the opposite direction under diﬀerent
conditions. Using quantum-classical molecular dynamics based on the density functional tight-binding method, we analyze the
evolution of the nanoscale particles via the hybridization state of B/N atoms, ring composition, exchange of particles with
environment, as well as the energetics of the processes. The simulations allow the estimation of temperature windows favorable
for stable h-BN, c-BN, and amorphous BN when interacting with hydrogen.

■

INTRODUCTION
Boron and nitrogen are immediate neighbors of carbon in the
periodic table, with three and ﬁve valence electrons,
respectively. Therefore, BN is isoelectronic with bonded carbon
atoms. As a consequence, BN and C materials have analogous
crystal modiﬁcations. 2D h-BN corresponds to graphene and is
characterized by a network of B3N3 hexagonal rings formed by
sp2-hybridized B and N atoms. Each boron atom is bonded to
three neighboring nitrogen atoms and vice versa. The h-BN is
similar to graphite,1 while cubic boron nitride (c-BN) is a cubic
lattice analogous to diamond and is formed by sp3-hybridized B
and N atoms. Each atom is bonded to four atoms of diﬀerent
type. The c-BN lattice can be envisioned as stacked sixmembered rings, with each ring in the chair conformation. BN
also has disordered forms: (1) amorphous form (a-BN) with a
full atomic disorder, (2) partially disordered turbostratic form
(t-BN), containing randomly distributed h-BN rings, and (3)
disordered tetrahedral amorphous form with dominantly sp3
structures, which we call ta-BN by analogy to a similar structure
of carbon.2
Similar to diamond, c-BN has outstanding physical and
chemical properties, like are high thermal conductivity,
superhardness, transparency. In addition, c-BN has higher
thermal and chemical stability than diamond in a wide
temperature range, making c-BN a good alternative under the
extreme conditions. A principal diﬀerence between boron
© XXXX American Chemical Society

nitride and carbon structures is that a BN structure has a mixed
ionic and covalent bond, while bonding in a carbon structure is
strictly covalent. This causes diﬀerences in thermal and
electrical conductivities as well as in a ﬁnite band gap. h-BN
has a bandgap of 5.2 eV.3 The Knoop-hardness of diamond is
100 GPa, while that of c-BN is 45 GPa.4 Higher oxidation
resistance than diamond gives c-BN advantage in machining.
The diamond ﬁlms can be doped only with p dopants, while cBN can be doped with both n and p dopants and even
combined with insulating boron-oxide layer.
Since the ﬁrst synthesis of c-BN by Wentorf in 1957,5
performed under high pressure (>6.2 GPa) and high
temperature (>1620 K), the starting point for most studies
has been the generally accepted equilibrium phase (P,T)
diagram of h-BN-c-BN (Figure 1) proposed by Corrigan and
Bundy.6 According to that diagram, the h-BN−c-BN−liquid
triple point occurs at 3500 K and 9.5 GPa, and only the
metastable c-BN phase is present for ambient pressure at all
temperatures. Pure-phase c-BN can be synthesized near the
triple point at high temperatures and pressures, which, in
practice, are expensive to reach. However, not only is
compression needed for the phase transformation, but also
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theories predict nanodiamond to be the stable phase of carbon
in the range less than about 5 to 6 nm.18,19
The diamond nucleation could be enhanced at ambient
pressures, when the transformation into graphite phase is
inhibited, for example, by the atomic hydrogen. Hydrogen plays
an important role in nanodiamond synthesis at ambient
pressures, as demonstrated by a number of experiments,19−22
where hydrogen induced sp3 hybridization of carbon atoms,
increasing both the stability of nanodiamonds and the rate of
their production.23,24 The actual crossover of particle stability
between graphite and diamond phase depends on the
nanoparticle size, hydrogen concentration, and temperature.
We report a computational study on the eﬀects of hydrogen
to the mutual transformability of h-BN to c-BN (and vice
versa) at ambient pressure, in a range of temperature of 1500−
2500 K, using quantum-classical molecular dynamics (QCMD).
We identify details of a number of processes leading to
nanosized c-BN, similar to those observed in the graphite-todiamond transformation in the presence of hydrogen.

Figure 1. BN phase diagram showing P−T phase space of stability of
h-BN, c-BN, and L (liquid BN) due to Bundy.6 Shaded area represents
the approximate phase space considered in our simulations.

■

the sp2-ordered network has to be broken and sp3 network has
to be reconstructed. Thus, while high temperature overcomes
the energy barrier for the process, the pressure modiﬁes the
electronic arrangement.
Decrease in the pressure and temperature in the c-BN
synthesis has been the main target for long time. One way to
reduce pressure and temperature to a certain extent has been
use of various multicomponent catalysts in so-called indirect
methods. The catalytic method is currently the main method
for obtaining industrial c-BN.7−11 The use of poorly ordered tBN and a-BN as the starting materials instead of wellcrystallized highly ordered h-BN has also been extensively
investigated.11
Thermodynamically, the phase transformation is accompanied by the decrease in the Gibb’s free energy. While c-BN and
h-BN phases can exist together, one phase has a minimal free
energy, while the other one could be thermodynamically
metastable. When a cluster gets smaller, the surface eﬀects
become dominant over the bulk eﬀects. The surface of
nanoparticles exposes a number of dangling bonds. If these
are not passivated by hydrogen, then surface reconstruction
may take place. According to Young−Laplace equation,12−14
the surface tension induces internal pressure in the (spherical,
quasi-isotropic) nanoparticle, Pi = 2γ/r, where γ is surface
energy (which is for graphite about γG ≈ 3.1 J/m2, for diamond
γD ≈ 3.7 J/m2,15 and in the same range of values for h-BN and
c-BN). Obviously Pi decreases from diamond to graphite, and
the diamond surface would have tendency to graphitize, leading
to a so called “bucky-diamond”. Interestingly, in the case of a cBN nanoparticle with radius of 1 nm, assuming γ ≈ 3J/m2 gives
internal pressure of ∼7 GPa, suﬃcient to bring c-BN into the
stable phase, Figure 1. The shaded area covers conditions of
size and internal pressure for the cases used in the present
paper, showing the existence of a stable c-BN core within the
bucky-cBNs, obtained in our calculations.
The synthesis of diamond from graphite, by both direct and
indirect methods, is studied much more than the synthesis of cBN, so the comparison of c-BN and diamond synthesis might
be beneﬁcial. The transformation of nanodiamond clusters into
sp2 forms such as fullerenes, onion-like-carbon, and the mixed
structures collectively termed bucky-diamonds (diamond-like
core encased in an onion-like shell) has been successfully
simulated and experimentally observed.16,17 Most of the

COMPUTATIONAL DETAILS
We use quantum-classical molecular dynamics (QCMD),
where the quantum electronic structure calculations are
performed using the density functional tight-binding (DFTB)
method,25 while the heavy particle motions are calculated by
classical dynamics. This method has been shown to be highly
applicable to the boron nitride nanostructures.26−28 The
method uses predeﬁned Slater-Koster pair potentials and is,
by using only valence electrons and integral parametrization,
simpler and faster than the ﬁrst-principles DFT methods.
Although it is two to three orders of magnitude slower than
classical molecular dynamics, it is ﬁrmly based on quantum
mechanics and can be applied to large systems where it gains
two to three orders of magnitude computing acceleration in
comparison with the DFT methods. For all calculations, we
employ the matsci-03 parameter set,29 as it contains pair
potentials for all chemical elements in our present study, and
the combination of DFTB and this parameter set was
previously extensively tested against ﬁrst-principles DFT.27
In the QCMD simulations, we use the velocity verlet
algorithm with a time step of 1 fs, small enough to keep kinetic
energy of not being lost due to discretization of time.27,28 We
further use the Nosé−Hoover chain thermostat30 with three
links to keep the nanosystem at a constant temperature T. It
provides a way to simulate a system which is (asymptotically,
i.e., at large time) in the NVT canonical ensemble. The kinetic
3
energy oscillates around approximately 2 nkT , as required by
equipartition of the number of atoms in the model system, n.
The system includes nanocluster and, possibly, impacting
particles of mass M, which has initial velocity of its center of
mass calculated as vi =

3kT
Mi

. As in our previous work, the

geometry of irradiation is isotropic, with a single nitrogen atom
emitted each 4 ps randomly from a sphere of radius 3 nm
toward the instantaneous center of mass of the target BN
nanostructure.28 The same methodology of irradiation is used
when H or NH are projectiles, except for the adaptation to the
adequate mass and temperature. Particles (atoms and
molecules) ejected out from the cluster are removed from
the system before the next impacting particle is emitted, when
they reach the 3 nm spherical border. These choices are
implemented by self-made interface code31 to simulate the
B
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Because of computation limitations, we could deal only with
ultrananosize structures, smaller than 2 nm.
Choice of a boron cluster as a target in the considered cases
is inspired by recent experiments. Kim et al.35 has reported
high-yield BNNT production upon dissociation of the boron
nitride (h-BN) powder feed in the high-temperature plasma
(>8000 K) at atmospheric pressure. The boron atoms then
associated in the boron clusters while moving to colder plasma
regions and reacted with nitrogen, hydrogen, and their
compounds building the BN nanostructures. Zettl et al.36
used plasma torch in nitrogen atmosphere at high pressure with
boron feedstock, the latter evolving into boron droplets and
interacting with N.
Changing BN Phases by Particle Irradiation. We ﬁrst
consider the amorphous boron cluster of 144 atoms (B144) at T
= 2000 K, irradiated by 500 nitrogen atoms (N) with thermal
velocity corresponding to T, as deﬁned in computational
methods. Irradiation of the B144 cluster by N and NH at 2000
K, leads to onion-like, double-wall h-BN cage and to bucky-BN,
respectively (Figure 2a, Movies 1 and 2). Each set of these

actual plasma conditions of high-pressure electrical arc, which
needs to be regarded as an open system for the purpose of our
simulations. These conditions regulate the ﬂux and temperature
of impacting particles. Thus one particle in the 3 nm spherical
vicinity of the target cluster results in plasma concentration of
∼8.8 × 1018 cm−3, which corresponds to pressure of ∼2.4 atm
at 2000 K, not much diﬀerent from the pressure of the plasma
in a typical high pressure electric arc. The temperature of the
arc in the plasma column reaches 10 000 K, but in the external
regions it gradually decreases toward room temperature.
Finally, the ionization degree of the arc plasma is low, ∼1%,
which justiﬁes consideration of electrically neutral impacting
particles.
The typical spatial range of the Slater-Koster electronic
potentials is ∼5 Å, with even shorter repulsive potentials. To
speed up the calculation, we do not use long-range dispersions,
self-consistent charge, or magnetic polarization corrections.
The latter have been shown to have minimal eﬀect to the
calculation outcome for boron nitride systems.32
It is known that H preferentially adsorbs on boron atoms at
low coverage, while adsorption on nitrogen atoms is
metastable.33 It has been found that treatment of the surface
of sp2-hybridized boron nitride by excited hydrogen atoms
leads to termination of the π dangling bonds and transformation to the sp3 boron nitride.34 We veriﬁed that DFTB
correctly predicts stronger bonding of H atoms to B than N by
performing corresponding DFT benchmark calculations
(Supporting Information S1). In both cases, the ground-state
H chemisorption on h-BN changes the hybridization of B from
sp2 to sp3, accompanied by a pyramidalization of the initial
planar surface. In the presence of atomic H, sp3 hybridization is
dominating, while without H, sp2 is more preferable.

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
We have considered three cases that led to buildup of a c-BN
crystal, fully or partially enclosed in a h-BN cage, which we call
bucky-cBN, by analogy to the bucky-diamond. In the ﬁrst case,
the amorphous cluster B144 is irradiated with nitrogen atoms
and with NH molecules. The former one leads to an onion-like
double-wall (DW) BN cage, and in the latter a bucky-cBN is
produced. In the second case, a DWBN cage, obtained by
exposure of a boron amorphous cluster B96 to N atoms, is
irradiated by H atoms, producing c-BN. These two processes
take place at 2000 K. The third case presents the phase
transformation of a ta-BN nanoparticle, obtained by irradiation
of a B144 cluster by NH molecules at 1500 K, to c-BN by
heating to 2000 K. By further heating to 2500 K this c-BN
transforms to a single-wall h-BN cage. The minimum size of an
initial boron cluster, B96, is essential for obtaining a bucky-cBN
growth in either of these cases. Important factor in these
transformations is temperature, considered here in range
1500−2500 K. A smaller size than B96 would lead, under the
conditions of this work, to various interesting BN structures but
not to a c-BN. Thus B36 and B72 lead to a single-wall cage when
exposed to N atoms and a BN ﬂake when irradiated with NH
molecules, except at 1500 K when B72 produces ta-BN
structures. For the cases reported here, B96 and B144 could
not build c-BN or bucky-cBN at 2500 K when irradiated with
NH molecules, while simulations at 1500 K led to ta-BN
structures. The simulations at 2000 K with initial B192 irradiated
by N and NH yield the structures similar to the B144 cases,
indicating that similar BN structures can be obtained with even
bigger initial boron clusters with suﬃcient N and H feed.

Figure 2. (a) Irradiations of B cluster with nitrogen atoms (left) and
NH molecules (right) at 2000 K produce double-wall BN nanocage
(DWBN) and bucky-cBN, respectively. Irradiation of DWBN by H
leads to a bucky-cBN or hydrogenated c-BN, shown in panel c. The cBN core in a bucky-cBN is encircled. (b) Radial hexagon density
distribution as a function of distance from the nanocluster center of
mass (explained in the text).

results comes from three of four independent simulations. Only
one case with either N or NH irradiation led to a single-wall hBN cage. A similar outcome was obtained with irradiation of
B96 by N and NH at 2000 K. To establish distinguishability of
external and internal shells of the DWBN cage structure, we
sliced the space by many concentric layers from the center of
mass of the nanostructure and obtained a radial distribution
function for the purely alternating B−N hexagons. The
counting of hexagonal rings and atoms was performed at
each 0.5 Å in radial direction, with a thickness of 1 Å for each
layered bin (±0.5 Å from the represented distance). The
number of hexagonal rings in each concentric layered bin is
calculated by ring counting code.37 A thickness of 1 Å was
chosen because only atoms within each layered bin were used
for ring counting, and a ring is not complete if any atom in the
ring is excluded by binning. Absolute counts of atoms or
hexagonal rings were divided by the volume of each layered bin,
C
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by irradiating the system and, on the other hand, the system
occasionally emits particles. Although the target temperature T
is kept constant, the kinetic energy of the system is calculated as
3
nkT and is not constant because n is changing. All of these
2
processes move the system to a strong nonequilibrium regime.
In Figure 3, right panel, we combine the cluster potential
(CPE) and kinetic (KE) energies, as obtained from the
quantum electronic DFTB calculation with the change of
formation enthalpy (FE) between instantaneous cluster (at
time t) and the initial cluster (at t = 0) for each of the
considered system, showing them as functions of time. The
details of our calculations of the change of formation enthalpy
are explained in Supporting Information S2. The potential
energy of the growing cluster is increasing in absolute value in
Figure 3b) and so is the kinetic energy (inset at Figure 3b)
because the total number of atoms bonded to the cluster is
increasing while irradiated by N atoms. Similar conclusions can
be drawn with NH projectiles (Figure 3c,d), in which case the
number of impacting molecules needs to be more than two
times larger than in the case of impact N atoms. NH is
dissociating at the surface of the target cluster and the number
of implanted H atoms saturates much earlier than N atoms.
Upon saturation, the number of implanted H atoms reaches
∼25% of the total number of B+N atoms and decreases by
further NH irradiation. The CPE is ﬁrst decreasing due to
implantation of N and H atoms and then increasing because of
the loss (ejection) of atoms from the cluster. Still, the
formation enthalpy (FE) is negative and almost linearly
decreasing, reﬂecting the exoergic processes in which stability
(i.e., bonding energy) increases, even when the number of
atoms in the cluster saturates, or even decreases. This reﬂects
the system tendency to spontaneously reorganize to more
stable conﬁgurations. In the case of DWBN irradiated by H
(Figure 3e,f), the initial contents of B and N in the cluster are
approximately equal (the diﬀerence reﬂects the existence of
defects), while the number of implanted hydrogen atoms
increases until reaching ∼90% of the number of B and N, then
saturates. When the total number of atoms in the cluster starts
decreasing (Figure 3e), the absolute value of potential energy
and kinetic energy of the cluster decrease. However, in this
case, the formation enthalpy (FE) also decreases approximately
linearly with time, reﬂecting reorganization of the system into
bucky-cBN. The thermodynamics of the cluster during the
process, that is, the thermal contributions including the entropy
of the vibrational, rotational, and translational motion at 2000
K, are considered separately in Supporting Information S3.
These contributions are, like kinetic energies in Figure 3b,d,f,
about one order of magnitude smaller than change in the
formation enthalpy and will not change the trend of the
systems toward greater stability at 2000 K.
The Lindemann index is a useful parameter to measure the
thermally driven disorder in our clusters. The Lindemann index
is calculated as follows38

and we got the radial hexagon density distribution that shows
how dense the atoms are distributed at diﬀerent distances. The
“noise” is reduced by taking the average of counts over the last
1 ps of each N impact. The result is shown in Figure 2b, clearly
indicating the creation of double-wall layers in an “onion”-like
structure. The irradiation of DWBN cage by hydrogen atoms at
2000 K leads to a c-BN structure (Figure 2c and Movie 3), the
properties of which will be discussed later.
As explained in the Computational Details section, atoms (N
or H) or molecules (NH) are added each 4 ps to the system.
Upon reaching the cluster surface, the particles could be either
bonded or reﬂected. Simultaneously, atoms or molecules might
be emitted from the cluster and removed from the system when
they reach the 3 nm surface. In Figure 3, left panel, we show the

Figure 3. Atoms count and energy balance of cluster in a progression
of impacts in 4 ps intervals. (a,b) Cluster B144 irradiated by N. (c,d)
Cluster B144 irradiated by NH. (e,f) DWBN, obtained from B96
irradiated by N, exposed to irradiation of H. In all cases the
temperature is kept at 2000 K. CPE, KE, and FE in panels b, d, and f
represent potential energy, kinetic energy, and change of the formation
enthalpy of each cluster, respectively.

number of atomic particles in each of the three irradiated
system as a function of time. As can be seen in Figure 3a, the
number of boron atoms slightly decreases by ejection from the
initial boron cluster. However, the number of implanted
nitrogen atoms increases, with an eﬃciency close to 50%.
Because the created BN structure can be unstable under
unnecessary further impact of N atoms, which might create
attached nitrogen chains, the irradiation could stop once the
number of N atoms is similar, somewhat bigger than number of
B atoms (vertical dashed line in Figure 3a). We let the system
in Figure 3a evolve for a prolonged time without irradiation by
N atoms to conﬁrm its stability. The N count is saturating when
the numbers of B and N atoms are approximately equal because
N is not easily “ﬁnding” a place to bond but is rather reﬂected
or bonded in short N chains, which are unstable and typically
emit N2 molecules.
As discussed in the Computational Details section, we use
the Nosé−Hoover chain thermostat exchanging energy with an
“inﬁnite” reservoir, and thus our system is locally in NVT
canonical ensemble. However, the number n of particles in our
system is not conserved because, on one hand, we add particles

2
δ=
N (N − 1)

∑
i<j

⟨rij2⟩ − ⟨rij2⟩
⟨rij⟩

(1)

where rij is the distance between ith and jth atoms, N is the
number of atoms in the system, and the average was calculated
over the last 2 ps in each 4 ps time slot (to exclude the spurious
eﬀects that would result during the approach of an incident
particles to the cluster).
D
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the other two cases where c-BN clusters are created, the
proportions of sp3-hybridized atoms are higher. Bucky-cBN has
a ratio between DWBN cage and c-BN because this structure is
a combination of sp2 structure (cage) and sp3 structure (c-BN).
Another check of short-range order in the created structure is
the ring count. We count all BN rings numbered from 3 to 7
and present them in Figure 6. The hexagons are strongly

Typically, the Lindemann index is above 0.1 for liquid phase
and is below 0.1 for a more ordered solid phase. In Figure 4 it

Figure 4. Thermal disorder as measured by Lindemann index in
various scenarios of irradiation. The liquid B144 droplet is quickly
converted to solids (after ∼50 N or NH impacts, i.e., after ∼200 ps).
The solid-phase DWBN somewhat increases disorder in bombardment
by H.

follows, for various cases shown in Figure 3, the change of the
liquid to solid phase in the process of irradiation. The structures
represented by Figure 3a,c start with a liquid boron cluster,
which converts to a solid crystal BN structure upon irradiation
with N and NH particles. In the case represented by Figure 3e,
both initial and ﬁnal phases are solid, as indicated by the
Lindemann index.
To track the quality of the created BN nanostructures
following the dynamics of implantation of N and H, we
followed the hybridization of each atom in the cluster,
determined by the atom coordination number (3 for sp2, 4
for sp3) as well as the type of the atoms in the coordination.
While h-BN structures contain sp2-hybridized B and N atoms,
c-BN structures are characterized by sp3 hybridization of the
atoms. The ratios of the sums of the sp3-hybridized B and N
atoms and sums of the sp2-hybridized B and N atoms, where
sums are averaged over each 100 ps, are shown in Figure 5 as a

Figure 6. Number of rings of various sizes formed by irradiation of a
boron cluster B144 with (a) N and (b) NH and by (c) irradiation of
DWBN cage by H.

dominant in the mature phases of all considered nanostructure
evolution, while the rings of other sizes in most cases are
associated with the defects in the created BN lattice. It is
interesting that in all three cases, heptagons and pentagons are
dominant defects, with slight advantage of heptagons. The
situation is reminiscent of the appearance of haeckelite pentaheptatite defects in graphene formation.39 These defects are
dominant rings for the ﬁrst hundred of impacts, as shown in
Figure 6a,b.
Domination of the hexagon structures is not a suﬃcient
criterium for establishing the crystallineity of a BN structure. It
may happen that some of the hexagon rings are all made of
nitrogen or boron, or simply have a defect nonalternating B−N
structure. In a perfect structure composed of the sp2 type BN
atoms, each atom is connected to 3 hexagonal rings. In
counting the total number of rings, each ring is counted six
times. Thus, with total number K of both N and B sp2, number
of perfect hexagonal rings is estimated to be hexsp2 = 3K/6 =
0.5 K. In a perfect structure composed of sp3-type hybridized
atoms, each atom has four bonds (Supporting Information S4).
If we choose any two of these four bonds, we ﬁnd that they lead
to two diﬀerent hexagonal rings (not necessarily coplanar).
Number of choices is six and so each atom is associated with

Figure 5. Evolution of the ratios of the sp3- and sp2-hybridized atoms
(summed over B and N), averaged over 100 ps for various conditions
of irradiation.

function of irradiation time. Because there is one system not
containing H atoms, to make the parameter comparable
between all cases, we counted atoms that are coordinated
only with N (in the case of B) or only with B (in the case of N),
which we call “pure” hybrids. In the case of N irradiation of B144
creating DWBN cage, the sp2-hybridized atoms dominate, with
only up to 0.2 fraction of sp3-hybridized atoms, which came
from the cross bonding of the inner and outer “onion” shells. In
E
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6*2 = 12 hexagonal rings. Therefore, with total number of sp3
N and B atoms equals M, number of estimated perfect
hexagonal rings is hexsp3 = 12M/6 = 2 M. This analysis is shown
in Figure 7 for the cases of irradiation leading to bucky-cBN.

Figure 8. Process of transformation into bucky-cBN when heating tBN from 1500 to 2000 K. Heating of the bucky-cBN from 2000 to
2500 K yields a single-wall h-BN cage.

irregular core transforms into a c-BN core, while t-BN part
transforms into an h-BN ordered structure. It is interesting to
note that a similar process has been discussed with respect to
transformation by heating of a disordered sp3 carbon structures
into diamond cores.40 If a bucky-cBN is heated from 2000 to
2500 K, it transforms to a single-wall h-BN structure (Figure 8c
and Movie 6), similar to a process that exists in carbon
nanodiamond.41 In both processes, heating of the amorphous
structure to 2000 K (Figure 9b) and bucky-cBN to 2500 K
(Figure 9a) causes hydrogen to be emitted in signiﬁcant
quantities, especially in the latter case in which also boron and
nitrogen are emitted until reaching the equal numbers B and N
atoms, as necessary for a defectless h-BN cage.
We found that possibly the best insight into the transformation of the disordered sp3 structure can be obtained from
an analysis of the bond angles of the initial amorphous BN
structure and the ﬁnal c-BN structure. The angle is measured as
between bond “1−2” composed of N and B atoms (referring to
the atomic number labels in Figure 10a) and the three N−B
bonds originating from N atoms labeled with “3”. Thus in a
perfect c-BN structure (shown in Figure 10a) one of these
three angles should be 0°, while the other two angles are
109.47°. In a disordered ta-BN structure, like the one obtained
at T = 1500 K (representative case t = 0 shown in Figure 10a),
the disorder is reﬂected by the width of the distribution of
various angles, peaked at ∼12° and ∼115°. As the cluster
remains at 2000 K, the width of angular distributions decreases,
and peaks, respectively, shift toward 0 and 110°, showing the
ordering toward a c-BN core. We ended the simulation of this
evolution at 1.47 ns.
A controlled test shows hydrogen’s critical role in creating
and preserving the number of sp3-hybridized atoms in BN
structures. We modiﬁed the initial amorphous structure by
removing all hydrogen atoms and preserving the original
geometry of boron and nitrogen atoms. This hydrogen-free
cluster was then subjected to the same heating process to 2000
K. As opposed to the transformation from ta-BN to c-BN that
has been shown before, transformation process of the hydrogen
free ta-BN structure shows the formation of a double-wall cage
structure instead of the bucky-cBN structure. The comparison
of the ratios of sp3- to sp2-hybridized atoms in the two cases
clearly shows a larger ratio in the hydrogen-containing cluster
than the hydrogen-free cluster, as illustrated in Figure 11. For
the transformation from bucky-cBN to single-wall BN cage at
2500 K, this ratio keeps reducing, eventually reaching zero. This
is consistent with the change of number of H atoms in cluster,
as observed in Figure 9c.
The bucky-cBN subject to a sudden change of temperature
from 2000 to 2500 K shows conversion of the phase via a
partially disordered bucky system to a highly ordered h-BN
cage (Figure 12a), reﬂected by a steep change of the
Lindemann index in range 550−650 ps. The steep drop of

Figure 7. Analysis of the hexagon types: (a) Boron cluster B144
irradiated by NH at 2000 K. (b) Double-wall BN cage irradiated by H
at 2000 K.

Although the total number of hexagons is close to the ideal
number (estimate curve, hexsp2 + hexsp3, in Figure 7a), the
“ideal” hexagons carrying “pure” sp3 atoms and thus
representing the c-BN built are dominating, by a factor of ∼2
to the sp2 hexagons. Similarly, hexsp3 are dominating by far over
hexsp2 in Figure 7b, showing the dominant process in this
casetransformation to the c-BN, with much less h-BN
enclosing or attached. This indicates that “onion-like” h-BNs
can serve as precursors for quality c-BN synthesis in a H plasma
at ambient pressure.
The total number of hexagons starts to decrease after 2 ns, as
shown in Figure 7, reﬂecting the ejection of boron atoms from
cluster while boron atoms are not supplied from irradiation
(Figure 3c,e). This raises the question of thermodynamic
stability of the created c-BNs and bucky-cBNs. Therefore, the
created c-BNs and bucky-cBNs are kept at 2000 K without
irradiation for 1 ns. Only a few N and H atoms left in form of
N2 and H2 at the beginning of this process, and the original
structures stay stable for 1 ns. Slowly cooling all structures to
500 K does not change their structure.
Changing BN Phases by Heating. So far we have
discussed the transformation of a boron cluster at 2000 K to
bucky-cBN under the irradiation of NH molecules. If the NH
irradiation is applied to B144 cluster at 1500 K, then an
amorphous structure is formed (Figure 8a and Movie 4), which
is a mixture of disordered sp2 structures (similar to turbostratic
BN, t-BN) and disordered sp3 structures (ta-BN) in the core.
The analysis of creation and conﬁguration of this disordered
structure is shown in the Supporting Information S5. However,
when this structure is exposed to heating, at temperature of
2000 K for prolonged time (∼1.5 ns), a bucky-cBN structure is
formed, with a c-BN core enclosed by irregular h-BN cage, as
shown in Figure 8b and Movie 5. In this process, the sp3
F
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Figure 9. Number of atoms in cluster and energy balance as a function of time for (a,b) bucky c-BN at 2000 K and (c,d) h-BN cage at 2500 K. CPE,
KE, and FE in panels b and d represent potential energy, kinetic energy, and change of formation enthalpy of each cluster, respectively.

Figure 11. Evolution of the ratios of the sp3- and sp2-hybridized atoms
(summed over B and N) for transformations (1) from t-BN cluster at
1500 K to bucky-cBN at 2000 K, (2) from amorphous cluster with
only hydrogen atoms removed to double-wall cage at 2000 K, and (3)
from bucky-cBN at 2000 K to single-wall cage at 2500 K. Each data
point is an average value in 100 ps time interval.
Figure 10. (a) Angles between N1−B2 and N3−B’s for a disordered
sp3 bonds (upper) and ideal c-BN sp3 structure. (b) Distributions of
angles shown in panel a for various times as system changes from
disordered c-BN structure to a bucky-cBN. The angles are calculated
only when there are three sp3 atoms bonding in a chain form.

to bucky-cBN when irradiated by NH molecules as well as
transformation of a DWBN cage to c-BN when irradiated by H
atoms. Heating a tetrahedral amorphous boron nitride (t-BN
with a ta-BN core) cluster results in bucky-cBN, too. Further
heating of the bucky-cBN eliminates the c-BN core and
transforms the structure into a SWBN cage. The created
structures are stable both at the respective temperatures and by
gradual cooling to temperatures as low as 500 K. By checking
the change of the ratio of sp3 to sp2 atoms as well as
corresponding BN rings, we closely follow the evolution of the
c-BN and h-BN content and their quality. We have developed
and applied procedure for calculation of the formation
enthalpies during the process of formation of the bucky-cBN
structures. The free energies show that these exoergic
transformations, through the changes of the atom content
and number, evolve gradually toward the structures of
increasing stability. We expect that our ﬁndings and analysis,
reminiscent to the similar hydrogen role in nanodiamond
production, will inspire further theoretical and experimental
research on hydrogen eﬀects in the synthesis of the boron

the sp3-type hexagons in the BN structure at 2500 K is also
visible at Figure 12b, showing complete conversion of the
hexagons to sp2 type (hexsp2). The defects of the ﬁnal cage
structure are present mainly in the form of pentagons, which
reach ∼25% of all polygons.

■

CONCLUSIONS
We have shown, using high-temperature quantum-classical
molecular dynamics, that atomic hydrogen could play a decisive
role in synthesis of cubic boron nitride at high temperatures
(1500−2500 K) and normal pressures. The atomic hydrogen is
catalyzing the sp3 hybridization of B and N atoms, restraining
growth of the h-BN phase and resulting in a c-BN core partially
or completely encapsulated by a h-BN cage-like structure. We
consider transformation from a liquid boron cluster at 2000 K
G
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Stephan Irle of ORNL for inspiring and thorough discussions
on the nanosynthesis and thermochemistry.
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Figure 12. (a) Evolution of the Lindemann index during heating of the
bucky-cBN to 2500 K. Phase change to h-BN cage is visible by steep
change of the Index at time ∼500 ps. (b) Conversion of the hexagon
types in time.

nitride nanostructures at high temperatures and ambient
pressures, like those present in the arc plasma.
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